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The thermodynamics is tudied of SU(2) gauge theory with staggered fermions at finite baryon density and zero temperature 
in the strong coupling limit. Monte Carlo simulation and mean field analysis give a consistent picture indicating that no chiral 
phase transition occurs at g2= o0 although the mesonic ondensate (~q,) turns out to vanish for all non-zero chemical 
potentials. 
Recently much effort has been put into the analysis of the phase structure of QCD with dynamical fermions. 
While these calculations gave convincing evidence for a chiral symmetry restoring phase transition at fmite tem- 
perature .1, still very little is known about the influence of a finite chemical potential on the thermodynamics. 
This is partly due to the fact that in the presence of a non-vanishing chemical potential/z the euclidean action for 
SU(3), i.e. the fermion determinant, becomes complex [2] and thus standard Monte Carlo (MC) techniques can- 
not be applied [3]. MC simulations for QCD at ffmite baryon density have therefore only been performed in the 
quenched approximation [2] or using the color group SU(2) where the action is still real [4]. 
In addition there have been some attempts to analyze the phase structure of  SU(N) gauge theories at finite 
density in the strong coupling limit using analytic techniques [5,6] like a l id  expansion combined with a mean 
field (MF) analysis [7]. These calculations suggest he existence of a first-order chiral transition for SU(3) and a 
second-order transition for SU(2) in the strong coupling, g2 = 0% zero temperature, T = 0, limit. However, in at- 
tempting to compare these MF results with MC simulations performed for the SU(2) gauge theory with dynamical 
fermions in the same limit we could not find agreement between both approaches. This is rather astonishing as it 
is well known that results obtained atg 2 = oo from l id  and MF calculations at/a = 0, T = 0 agree quite well with 
MC results even on a quantitative l vel [7,8]. We thus expected that the MF ansatz used in refs. [5,6] might be 
too crude and decided to develop a more refined l /d,  mean field analysis which handles the mesonic and baryon- 
ic sector of the effective action more carefully and also takes into account he spacetime asymmetry introduced 
by a non-vanishing chemical potential by allowing the fields to take on different mean values in space and time 
directions. This approach turns out to give results in good agreement with the MC data. Both approaches indicate 
that at g2 = 0% T = 0,/~ 4= 0 there is no chiral symmetry restoring transition. Nonetheless the mesonic ondensate 
(~ff) turns out to vanish for all non-zero chemical potentials in the limit rn -~ 0. It turns out that the breaking of 
chiral symmetry is then due to non-vanishing baryonic ondensates. 
In the following we will present our MF approach for the SU(2) theory and compare the results with those 
obtained from a MC simulation where dynamical fermions have been incorporated using the pseudofermion algo- 
rithm [9]. At g2 = oo the SU(2) partition function with non-vanishing chemical potential,/a 4: 0, is given by 
*1 For a recent review see ref. [1 ]. 
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Z = f I-I dXx dXx I-I dUx, u exp(--SF),  
X X,I.t 
( l )  
with the fermion action, SF, for staggered fermions given by 
d 
SF = x~ (ma~xXx + 1 i~=lBi(X)~x[Ux,iXx+i - U;_i, iXx_i] + l~x[eXp(laa)Ux, OXx+O _ exp(_l~)U;_o,oXx_O ] ) , 
(2) 
where d denotes the space dimensions, a is the lattice spacing, m is the fermion mass and the phase factors rli(x) 
are defined as rli(x) = ( -1 )  xo+'''+xi-1 . In eqs. (1), (2)we have suppressed the color indices. The rest of the nota- 
tion is the standard one. 
In the g2 = oo limit the integrals over the gauge fields Ux, u are decoupled and can be performed exactly. This 
leads to the partition function 
Z = f I-I dXx dXx exp(-Seff) ,  (3a) 
X 
with the effective action Ser f given by 
2 d 2 d 
= x~(  a~=l -a a -  '~(  detAx i  , Ser f ma ×xXx ~ ~ ~ ~a a~b xb ,=0a,b=l  xXx x+ta x+u-z - - ,detAx i  + 
i=1  ' ' 
d 
-- ½ [exp(2pa) det A x o + exp(-2/aa) det Ax,0] +-~ ~ det Ax, u det Ax,u) ,  
' ~=0 
(3b) 
and 
= 1 -1 -2  1 2 det~x _ IX1X2-1 ~2 detAx,u -~XxXxXx+u×x+u, , - -~  x xXx+u x+u" (4) 
The action is now written in terms of composite meson-meson or baryon-antibaryon terms. In order to perform 
the integration over the Grassmann fields we have to split the four- and eight-fermion terms into bilinears of the 
fields, X, ×. We do this by introducing auxiliary complex scalar fields Ox, u which are defined on links x,/a of the 
lattice. Here a = 1, ..., 4 labels the different fields necessary to decouple the different contributions to the effec- 
tive action. The field ax,tal decouples the meson-meson i teraction in eq. (3b) while_ o2,u (a3,u) decouples 
det A x, u (det Ax, u)" Finally o 4, u is used to split the product of det Ax, u and det Ax, u in the last term of eq. (3b). 
Thus for instance the baryon-ant ibaryon term in the effective action can be written as 
fd Re o2,0 d Im o2, 0 
exp [-12 exp(2/aa) det A x, 0 ] = 21r 
r 1 2 :2  %oXx+oXx÷o)L (5) X expt-~Ox,OOx, 0 + texp )/2 l(o2,0     _-2 1 2 
Note that this bosonoization has local character, i.e. it is valid in each link of the lattice. Similar formulas hold for 
the remaining terms in the action. A detailed description of this bosonization procedure *2 and a comparison 
with other approaches [5,6] will be given elsewhere [11 ]. As a result of this bosonization we obtain an effective 
action in terms of four scalar fields and the remaining bilinears of the Grassmann fields. These can now be inte- 
,2 Similar bosonization tricks have been used in many different physical problems. For recent references see ref. [10 ]. 
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grated out and we obtain the partition function in terms of scalar fields only 
4 
z= l-I _a  exp( _ eff) dox,u dox,u 
- X . , I t  
(6) 
with 
2 
Se f f= l  ~ qx,vOx,ua -a _ ~lnI(~l~(oa,v..~l +~l_,vv)_ ma) +-~[(fv+-~Ox,v)l + 1 4 l/2ox,v+(f-~_~Ux_v,v 1 ---4 al/2~3UX_V,V ]
1,,4 ~1/2-~3 17 X ~ [(f~ -~"x-h,h'*1,4 "d/2~2~x_X,X +(fx- -~"x ,X '  ~x,XJJ ' (7a) 
k 
where 
f~=l,  v=l  ..... d, 
= exp(+2pa), v = 0. (7b) 
Notice that eqs. (6), (7) are an exact rewriting of  the original partition function eqs. (1), (2). Thus no approxima- 
tions have been involved so far. We analyze the above partition function using a mean field ansatz for the different 
fields O~x,u appearing in the action, eq. (7). As the action is rotational invariant in the d space dimensions we intro- 
duce identical mean fields in this directions, O~x,u -+ o a,/a 4: 0, allow, however, a different mean value for the time 
like fields, O~x,0 -~ o 8. In this way we obtain as a mean field action 
4 
sMF =1 ~=l(dO a2 + 082) _ ln([½(do 1 + al )  _ ma]2 
a. 1 _411/2_2 1 _411/2~312a + ~ {(1 + 1o4)1/2o2d +(1 -- 1o4)l/203d + [exp(2oa) - gu0j v 0 + [exp(-2pa) - ~-v0j v0i j. (8) 
Note that o 1 , o I are related to (XaXa), i.e. the mesonic ondensate, while a 2 , o 2 , o 3 , o 3 are related to (X1X 2 ) 
or (~1 ~2) (baryonic ondensates). Minimization of  the mean field free energy, ~MF = ~MF/V, using standard 
numerical routines determines the saddle point in terms of the eight different scalar mean fields o ~ , a~ which 
have been taken to be real. The mean field solution found this way, reflects the expected behavior of a fermion 
system at zero temperature but finite chemical potential, i.e. as long as the chemical potential, which at T = 0 
defines the Fermi energy, is smaller than the energy of  the lowest lying excited state above the vacuum, we are 
just probing the vacuum and all thermodynamic observables coincide with their/a = 0 values. In the case of the 
SU(2) gauge theory this threshold value, PO, is determined by the lowest baryonic bound state which for SU(2) 
is degenerate with the lightest mesonic state. The threshold line/ao(ma ) (as well as the behavior of  the mean 
field parameters) is shown in the phase diagrams, fig. 1. It separates the regime of vacuum physics (I) from the 
thermodynamic regime (II) and is given by *a 
ta 0 (ma) = ½m 0 (ma), (9) 
where m 0 is the energy of  the lowest lying baryonic state [7] 
m 0 = ln[1 + ~(~-2 _ 1)+ (2d(~ -2 - 1)+ ~2(~-2 _ 1)2)1/2], (10) 
.3 Although we could not prove eq. (9) analytically due to the large number of parameters involved in the minimization ofF MF, 
we checked that this relation holds to high numerical accuracy for all values of ma. 
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Fig. 1. The phase diagram of theg 2 = ~,, T = 0 SU(2) gauge 
theory with staggered fermions. The threshold line #0 (ma) 
shown in the chemical potential (~a)-mass (ma) plane is 
given by eqs. (9), (10). It separates the vacuum regime (I) 
from the thermodynamic region (II). Also shown are the 
mean field values o c~ in the different regions. 
X= ma/(2d) 1/2 + [1 + (ma)2/2d] 1/2, d= d + 1. (10 cont'd) 
Notice that in the /a -m phase diagram we do not observe any singular behavior of the mean field solutions in 
the whole thermodynamic regime (II). 
Let us now discuss the behavior of some thermodynamic observables as a function o f# and m in more de- 
tail and compare the mean field results with those obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo 
data have been obtained from simulations with dynamical fermions of mass ma = 0.05,0.1 and 0.2 on a 44 lattice. 
In some cases we have checked that finite size effects are small in the g2 = oo limit by performing simulations on a 
83 X 4 lattice. Dynamical fermions have been simulated using a pseudofermion (PF) algorithm [9] with an ac- 
ceptance rate of  90% and 250 iterations in the PF update to calculate the inverse fermion matrix ,4 .  The MC data 
shown are based on runs with 500 iterations at each value ofma and #a. 
In fig. 2 we show the mesonic condensate (~@) as a funct ion o fpa  for various mass values, ma = 0.05, 0.1 and 
*4 For a discussion of the various approximations entering the pseudofermion update see e.g. ref. [12 ]. 
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Fig. 2. The mesonic ondensate (xX} versus #a for three values of the fermion mass, ma = 0.05 ( -  -) ,  0.1 ( - .  - )  and 0.2 (-). 
(a) shows the mean field results and (b) gives the Monte Carlo data. Lines are drawn in (b) to guide the eye. 
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Fig. 3. The mesonic ondensate (xX) versus ma for three values of the chemical potential, #a = 0.3 (-),  0.4 ( -  - )  and 0.6 ( - .  -).  
(a) shows the mean field results and (b) gives the Monte Carlo data obtained with a.Lanczos algorithm [13] from 15 configura- 
tions generated with mass ma = 0.1 for each value of #a. 
0.2. As can be seen (~qJ) agrees with the oa = 0 result up to a threshold value which for the mean field calculations, 
fig. 2a, is just given by eqs. (9), (10). The MC data, fig. 2b, do not show the sharp cusp at #o(ma), which is prob- 
ably due to finite size rounding effect. But they are clearly in good agreement with the mean field results. The be- 
havior of (XX) as a function of  ma for some values of pa is shown in fig. 3. Again there is good agreement between 
the mean field, fig. 3a, and Monte Carlo, data shown in fig. 3b. The data points given in fig. 3b are obtained from 
averages over 300 iterations from our runs at ma = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 for the 3 values o fga  = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.6. We 
also show the complete mass dependence of (XX) obtained by applying the Lanczos algorithm [13] on 15 con- 
figurations (separated by 20 sweeps) of  our runs at ma = 0.1. This stresses the similarity of the MC and MF re- 
suits. It should, however, be noted that this procedure is rigorous only in the quenched approximation. Using the 
Lanczos approach to extrapolate to masses different from the one used in the unquenched MC simulations will 
introduce systematic errors. However, clearly these will not be visible within our limited statistics. 
Obviously the results for (XX) shown in fig. 3 indicate that 
lim (XX) = 0 for all ga > 0. (11) 
mayO 
This somewhat unexpected result does, however, not mean that chiral symmetry is restored for all non-zero values 
of the chemical potential. In fact, we fred that chiral symmetry remains broken for all # > 0. This is due to the 
creation of a baryonic ondensate in the thermodynamic region (II) of the #-m plane (see fig. 1). 
B - (X 1X 2 - ~1~2) = 0, #(ma) <~ #o(ma), 
4=0, #(ma) > #o(ma). (12) 
The appearance of  this condensate has been verified in the mean field calculations. To do so we have introduced 
a baryonic source in the action eq. (2), S F = S F + JEx(XxXxl 2 _ ~1x~2), and performed the mean field analysis 
for finite J. In the limit J -* 0 we recover our previous mean field solution and observe the spontaneous creation 
of the baryonic ondensate B = dF/dJlj= O. The behavior of this condensate is shown in fig. 4 for ma = 0.0 and 0.1. 
Clearly B is nonzero for/a > #0(ma), i.e. for all/a > 0 in the ma = 0 case. The baryonic ondensate B breaks the 
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Fig. 4. The baryonic ondensate B = (xlx 2 - ~1~2> versus 
va for ma -- 0.0 (-) and 0.1 (- -) obtained from the mean 
field calculations. 
Uv(1 ) symmetry as well as the chiral symmetry of the massless fermion action. We thus conclude that chiral sym- 
metry remains broken for all pa t> 0 and no chiral symmetry restoring transition occurs in the SU(2) theory at 
g2 = 0% T = 0. This is also evident from the behavior of other thermodynamic observables, which will be discussed 
in detail elsewhere [11 ]. 
In general we find also that in the limit of large chemical potential all observables approach those of the free 
theory (Ux ,  u = 1). However, it is also evident from fig. 3 that for all masses 
lim (XIx 2 _~1~2> = 0, (13) 
#a- -+ 
and thus the chiral invariant, Uv(1 ) symmetric limit of the free theory is only reached at inffmite chemical poten- 
tial. Notice also that in the case of SU(2) baryons are in fact bosons and indeed the condensate B is a Bose con- 
densate. Thus one might speculate that this condensate disappears above some critical temperature Tch(# ) which 
then would indicate a finite temperature chiral symmetry restoring transition. We are currently investigating this 
possibility. 
The results presented here show a rather unexpected behavior of the strong coupling SU(2) theory at finite 
chemical potential in several respects. The mesonic ondensate (XX) turns out to be zero for va > 0 and ma = 0. 
Nonetheless chiral symmetry as well as the Uv(1) symmetry of the fermion action, eq. (2), is spontaneously 
broken due to a non-vanishing baryonic ondensate <X 1 X 2 - ~1~2>. We would like to stress the fact that good 
agreement between MC and MF approach as mainly been achieved through the introduction of additional fields 
o 2 , o 3 [eq. (8)] in the MF calculations. This accounts for the main difference compared with the MF results of 
refs. [4,5]. The appearance of a baryonic ondensate has been observed up to now only in the MF calculations as 
our MC programs were not set up to deal with baryonic source terms. We plan, however, to analyze the baryon 
condensate in the future also in MC calculations. 
Certainly it also deserves further study in how far the results presented here are specific to the SU(2) color 
group and the fact that baryons are bosons in this theory. To this extent we are presently investigating the strong 
coupling SU(3) theory with finite chemical potential. We hope that the MC analysis of this theory can be per- 
formed with a recently developed complex Langevin algorithm [3]. 
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